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Bios:
Skylar Shaffer - Skylar is a senior and the president of ITS. Despite the conditions, she is so glad she has still
been able to collaborate with others in fun theatrical ways. This is her 2nd 24 hour play she has been a part of,
she hopes you enjoy!

Michael McDonald - Michael is a Junior and is really excited to try to make the most of this year while also
getting to spend time with friends.
Kristina McKirahan - Kristina is a senior and is excited to be a part of another Hammond Theatre production.
Julia Steinberg - Julia Steinberg is a sophomore and is very excited to be a part of the 24-hour play in almost as
many ways as possible. She's incredibly proud of everyone who made this happen even in this virtual world.
Sydney Johanna Finger - Sydney Finger played Abigail in the short play, Eat the Rich. She found it wonderful
being able to perform in the 24 hour play and her group (Riley W. and Matthew D.) was collaborative and
supportive of each other. Knowing that theatre is still possible and fun in this situation makes her extremely
happy and she was so grateful to be apart of this! She wants to thank everyone who made this 24 hour play
possible!

Bios
Isabel Moskov - Isabel is a junior and is excited to be performing again. This is her second 24 hour play.
Rachel England - Rachel, the publicist for ITS, is excited for her first 24 hour play. This is her first time
directing and is happy to work with such a wonderful cast and direct an amazing play.
Riley James de Leeuw - Riley de Leeuw is a Senior at Hammond. He is happy to return to another production!
Isabel Sinnott - is a senior who has worked on the Lighting Crew at Hammond for the past four years, and is
excited to get to work as an editor for this years 24 Hour Play!
Avery Moe - Avery is currently a senior, and she has been part of a couple Hammond Theatre productions since
her freshman year. She is honored to have had the opportunity to act once again and to share her playwriting
with others for the first time.
Danielle Gilbert - Danielle is a Senior this year. Her favorite roles have been Charlotte Purcell in These
Shining Lives and a Lamentor in Cinderella. She is grateful to continue theatre with her friends in a virtual
capacity in spite of the pandemic.

Bios
Alara Sheriff - Alara really enjoyed one of her last performances with her peers. She’s thankful for this
amazing opportunity and hopes everyone enjoys the show!
Matthew Dietrich - It was a pleasure directing Eat the Rich, written by Avery Moe, and being able to put on
such a dramatic play in this virtual format. The actors Sydney Finger, Riley Woodward, and Sarah Meklir
have shown their incredible talent and ability in this production, willing to put on multiple hats to help and get
it created.
Deacon Sweeting - Deacon is a junior and he is a sorta alright dude who has done a few theatre shows and
hopes you don't mind this one that we have recently made.
Kennedy Grant - Kennedy is excited for her first year in ITS and Theatre Company! She is grateful her
collaborated playwright with close friend, Matt, was chosen for this 24 Hour Play.
Sarah Meklir - Sarah is thrilled to have the unique opportunity to play both the abductor and the abductee.

Thank You’s
“Thank you Kennedy, Michael, and Danielle for being such a fun and versatile group of performers!” - Skylar Shaffer

“Thank you to everyone who worked so hard to make this happen!” - Sydney Finger
“Thank you to Nia for being an amazing writing partner, and thank you to Kaiya for her amazing direction!” - Avery
Moe
“Thank you Skylar for being an amazing director and giving critical feedback for our play!” - Kennedy Grant

“Thank you to everyone who helped plan this crazy complicated project.” - Julia Steinberg
“Thank you to Mrs. Tobiason for coaching us through, Skylar for putting this idea into place, and the whole troupe for
working hard all Saturday to make this performance what it is.” - Matthew Dietrich
“Michael would like to thank Skylar for being a great director and Danielle and Kennedy for being such fun actors to
work with” - Michael McDonald
“Thank you Mrs. Tobiason for making 24 hour play happen virtually. Thank you Julia and Riley for being such a great
team!” - Rachel England

